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From “Smokescreens” by Jack T Chick.

Be Careful Who You Pray With

One of the pope’s major victories
in the “journey to ecumenism”
was seducing Billy Graham to
believe that Catholics are Christians.

Will the Moderate
Muslim Please
Stand Up
Six days after the destruction of the
world trade center towers, President Bush
visited the Islamic Center in Washington
“to denounce incidents of prejudice against
Muslim Americans.” He was attempting
to defuse the national outrage against the
attackers and prevent a violent backlash
against Muslims living in America.
Since then, government leaders and the
media have worked hard at establishing in our
minds that most Muslims are peace-loving
and the terrorists are fringe extremists.
But the line between the two remains very
blurred. “Unfortunately, it is not so easy to
find Muslim leaders who have genuinely
See Moderate Muslim... page 12

In Pope Benedict’s general audience
January 23, his theme was the “necessity”
of prayer for Christian unity. His speech
was made to highlight a long-held Catholic
celebration called the Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity.
Observance of the Week of Prayer was
started in 1908 by American Anglican
Paul Wattson who later converted to
Catholicism. In 1916 Pope Benedict XV
made it an official annual observance
for the entire Catholic Church. Later the
World Council of Churches joined the
observances along with other organizations
that are focused on promoting ecumenism,
an effort to bring all the Christian churches
and organizations together.
In the speech, the pope emphasized
“forcefully the role and importance of
prayer, which lies at the very heart of the
ecumenical journey.” This “ecumenical
journey” starts with Christ’s prayer in
John 17 “that they all may be one.” The
“journey” that the pope is talking about
does not lead to the unity that Jesus was
See New Seductive Tactic... page 10
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Pro-Aborts and Sodomites
to Spend Millions On Election
In this election year, it is essential that
we remember that, “Righteousness exalteth
a nation; but sin is a reproach to any
people.” (Proverbs 14:34) In the middle of
the 20th century, a move began to enshrine
sinful behavior into the laws of the land.
The first great victory came with the Roe
v. Wade court case that made abortion
legal in all 50 states. Later, human rights
laws were hijacked to protect the sin of
sodomy. Freedom of speech laws were
turned on their heads to bless pornography
and profanity.
Along with legalization, came the
breakdown of cultural protections of
modesty, respect for authority, family
unity, honesty and decency in the media,
and diligence in labor. Now we see rich
and powerful forces rising up to protect the
legal right to these sins.
One of these forces is the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America.
Alarmed by a continual erosion of public
approval for abortion, they are committing
millions of dollars to electing officials who
will continue protecting their sin. Using the

internet, they and their pro-abortion allies
such as EMILY’s List.org and NARAL
Pro-Choice America (NARAL.org) intend
to commit nearly $70 million to elect proabortion candidates.
The people are beginning to catch on
to the horrors of abortion and the proaborts are on the run. However, there is
another legal sin equally abominable in
God’s eyes. That is sodomy. Claiming
equal rights with race and ethnicity, the
homosexuals have bulldozed their agenda
into approval by legislatures and the high
courts. This confusion has been legalized
to invade our schools from kindergarten
through universities. Hollywood is also
gung-ho in cramming this abomination
down our throats.
So what’s a soul winner to do? The
founding fathers gave us the privilege of
voting against these evils and we dare not
ignore that right or we will soon lose it. In
addition, they gave us the freedom to tell
people about God’s opinion of these sinful
See Millions on Election... page 15

Code of Conduct on Conversions
Threatens Soul Winning
Frustrated by the loss of members,
particularly in Latin America, the Vatican
has launched a subtle attack on soul
winners. It is in the form of a push
for an international “code of conduct
on conversions.” The goal is to “ease
tensions with Muslims, Hindus and other
religious groups who fear losing adherents
and resort to punishments as extreme as
imprisonment and even death for converts
from their faith, as well as attacks on
foreign missionaries.”
The World Council of Churches (WCC)
has joined with the pope to attempt to
draft a code that will lay ground rules for
“proselytizing.” They convened a meeting
in May, 2006, with representatives of all

the major world religions, Buddhist, Hindu
Muslim, Jewish and indigenous traditions.
This first meeting was a study group to
begin the dialog that they hoped would
lead to a code of conduct spelling out
commonly agreed ethics of conversion.
Delegates were concerned about the
rapid growth of evangelical Christianity
worldwide. Some governments see this
growth as a threat to their national culture
and are already passing anti-conversion
laws and looking the other way when
missionaries or local converts are
attacked.
Initial working papers affirmed the
“fundamental, inviolable and nonSee Code of Conduct... page 15
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Handy Guides Fit in Your Bible
No thicker than a Chick tract, but filled
with information you can use!
King James Bible Companion
If you look up each word you don’t
understand while reading your Bible,
pretty soon there won’t be any words
that are “archaic” to you. And your
Bible will speak to you with more clarity
than ever before.
24 page, mini-book, 49¢ each
Item # 1007

Be Prepared
We’ve all met Catholics,
Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses
and wished we could remember
where to find key answers. With a
list of questions in the front, and quick
answers (with Scripture references)
this little mini-book will help!
24 page, mini-book, 49¢ each
Item # 1015

In The Beginning . . . SOUP?
You can hand this out to high school
and college students in groups, dorms
etc. and really get a discussion going!
Show them they didn’t come from
some primordial soup. They were
created!
24 page, mini-book, 49¢ each
Item # 1016
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Evolution Under Attack
In Europe
The dispute over the teaching of evolution
in schools has spread to Europe. The
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council
of Europe recently condemned efforts to
teach creationism in schools. They voted
48 to 25 in favor of a report that attacked
advocates of creationism for seeking to
“impose religious dogma” and promote “a
radical return to the past” at the expense of
children’s education.
41c

Several newer member countries of
the European Union are beginning to
challenge the secular culture in the older
Western European nations. Over the last
century, Europe has become more and
more resistant to the gospel. They have
entrenched evolution as the foundation of
an anti-religious culture.
But many of the newer members of the
EU are Eastern European where at least
See Evolution Attack... page 14

Bob, Party Girl, Gun Slinger & Busted.
I figured these titles would speak to the
hearts of lost people I was formerly
running around sinning with. When I
received them I was amazed! These
tracts speak the language that can be
I will always feel a connection to your understood by crack-heads, wild women
ministry, because of the great part your and criminals of all sorts.
gospel tracts played in my salvation.
R.H. - Shelby, NC
I can still remember turning to the
back page of Demon’s Nightmare and I found Hi There in a pile of trash in a
recording my date of conversion, just construction site I was working at as a
like it was yesterday. This January 23rd security guard. I read it. Then began to
will mark my 35th year
read the Bible. I rejected
born again. Praise God for
the Mormon Church and
his faithfulness!
asked the Real Jesus Christ
B.T.S. - E-mail
into my heart.
C.K. - Boron,CA
I would like to personally
thank him (Jack Chick)
Thank you Mr. Chick
for all his tracts. I think I
for writing the tract
have read them all. I have
Unforgiven. I had a family
given away hundreds on
member convert over to
the oil platforms in the North Sea where Islam several years ago and ended up
I work as a pipeline welder/missionary. hanging himself in jail. I am a black
Lots of people have read them out there missionary Baptist pastor and Chief
and asked me for more.
Counselor at one of Georgia’s many
B.F. - Scotland prisons. I see this spiritual deception
on a first hand basis. Thank you for the
Thank you for your tracts. I got saved black character tracts and especially
in jail June 18, 2007. When I got out the Masonry tracts. I wrote and asked
I went and joined the local Baptist you years ago to make the first one. I
Church. One of the first members to am not popular especially in the black
welcome me gave me a Chick tract. I Baptist Church but I speak and teach my
read it and agreed it could be a very congregation about Masonry.
useful witnessing tool. I ordered Bad
O.W. - Carrollton, GA
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BOOKS BY RICK JONES
Six years of working with troubled teens
showed Rick Jones that Satan uses the same
basic plan to destroy all young people. That
plan is clearly revealed in this eye-opening
book that teens will actually read. Give it to
teens you love to get them off the stairway to
hell.
222 pages, paperback $10.50
Illustrations by Jack Chick
Item #204

As a former practicing Roman Catholic, Rick
Jones knows the doctrines of this religion. In this
book, he quotes 37 main Catholic doctrines from
the 1994 catechism, then compares each one
with the Bible. Includes a loving invitation to trust
Christ. Many Catholics have been saved and left
the Catholic church after reading this book.
222 pages, paperback $10.95
Item #160

Here is everything you want to tell lost people,
all in an easy-to-read, short book. Presents a
loving salvation appeal after answering common
questions lost people ask, like:
• Would God really send people to hell?
• What about all the hypocrites?
• Aren’t there many paths to heaven?
An effective outreach tool.
Item #136

64 pages, paperback $4.95

ALL 3 BOOKS

ALSO IN

SPANISH
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Chick Movie Ministering
in Carpathia
The Light of the World movie
is available in 18 languages
and is being used in some very
remote parts of the world. The
Ukrainian version is being used
by a missionary organization,
Euro Team Outreach (ETO),
focusing on isolated villages in
the Carpathian mountains. There
is little gospel witness there; most
are Roman Catholic or Eastern
Orthodox. In a two-month trek,
they braved primitive suspension
bridges and steep hikes to reach
some of the villages accessible About 300 people came to the movie showing in
the village of Tukhlya.
only on foot.
When they arrive at a village, they set up a tent camp and post fliers on each house
or in mail boxes, announcing the film. Rarely did they not have a packed house in the
biggest assembly halls available. After the showing, someone would present the gospel,
give an altar call and invite everyone to
sign up for a Bible correspondence course
in their language. ETO organizes 2-month
missions to these villages in the Ukraine.
The following quote on their web site,
www.ofreport.com, gives more details:
“The Carpathian Mountains are home to
thousands of unreached Ukrainians, living
quite isolated from the modern world.
Most major cities in Ukraine have at least
some Gospel witness, but for many living
in the mountains, Christ is little more
Another village movie viewing.
than a figurine dangling from
a chain. Religious though
they are, most have never
heard the call to believe the
Gospel of Jesus Christ for the
forgiveness of sins.”
The attached pictures
give us a glimpse into this
mission field and many more
pictures are on their web site.
You can see that dozens of
villagers, many just children,
are receiving the gospel for
the first time through the
video and other literature.
In Yamelnytsya, the theater was packed out!
See Chick Movie... page 7
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Chick Movie...
Pastors, teachers and missionaries report
to us that the Light of the World movie
is a very effective gospel witnessing tool.
If your church has not yet used it, obtain
a copy by visiting the Chick Publications
web site (www.chick.com) and schedule
a showing. On the web site you can see
all the available languages and if the
missionaries from your church are working
in one of those areas, send them copies.
Keep in mind that many of the countries
teach English along with the native
languages making the English version
useful there also.
In addition to the 18 languages currently
available, translations in Laotian, Afrikaans
and Romanian are in the works.

Chick Movie Works
at Home, Too
Besides working on the mission field, the
Light of the World movie keeps generating
testimonies at home.
One woman from Valencia, California,
called Chick Publications to say that, before
her father died, he watched the video about
5 times a day. He would fall asleep while
watching it, but when he woke up he would
have someone start it all over again. This
went on for about 5 days. In the process,
he accepted Christ and his daughter had
to call and thank us for the film. She was
so grateful to know that she would see her
father again in heaven.
Another person called from Long Beach,
California, to report that he had shown

Above: The people of Nyzhnya Rozhanka
view The Light of the World movie.
Below: These two pictures show the
front and back of a standing room only
showing of Light of the World movie.

the Light of the World movie to a group
of young people. As a result, two, who
were between the ages of 10 and 13, came
forward for salvation.
Another person sent an email to tell us
that her mildly autistic 6-year-old son reads
Chick Tracts all the time and had received
the Lord. He was so fired up that he was
making his own tracts and giving them to
his friends. “He loves the movie, Light of
the World and it has been a tool to help us
in raising him up in the love and fear of the
Lord,” she wrote.
Anyone who watches this simple but
powerful, 78-minute video will have a
clear understanding of who Christ is and
His mission on earth for our salvation. It
has been especially effective in helping
youngsters tie together the stories they learn
in Sunday school into an overview of the
Scriptures.
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Leaders Urge Abandoning
Public Schools
For most of recorded history, godly
parents have had to fight the culture to
raise godly children. Only a few times
did the culture work with the parents.
America has been in one of those rare
times up until the latter 20th century.
Until then, parents were able to send
their children to the public schools with
reasonable confidence that they would
receive a good education and not be taught
the devil’s lies. Now, that is all changed.
Transgender 8-year-old?
As usual, California is leading the way. In
October last year, Governor Schwarzenegger
signed into law a mandate that the California
school system must not present any material
derogatory of sodomites. Other states are
also dealing with the fallout of accepting
the homosexual agenda. In Colorado, one
school system is scrambling to accommodate
a second grade boy who wants to attend
school as a girl. Anti-discrimination laws
mandate that the school not only allow
this but furnish unisex bathrooms and
counsel the other students and parents
that this is okay and must be accepted.
Lawsuits have been filed in a couple of
other states by “transgendered” students
who feel they were “discriminated”
against. One girl, who declares she
is a boy, is demanding access to the
boy’s restrooms and locker rooms.
Evolution Another Lie
One other lie that is universally promoted
in the public schools is evolution. Pitched
battles have been fought for several years
between parents and school boards over
teaching evolution as fact or just one
theory of origins. To teach the biblical
account of creation has been outlawed for
several decades. Only recently have trusting
Christian parents realized that they have
been blindsided by this lie in the schools.
With these developments, Christian
leaders are beginning to advise parents

to abandon the public school system.
No longer is it primarily concerned
with educational excellence, but with
indoctrinating students with these lies.
Several months ago, Focus On The Family
issued a suggestion that Christian parents
consider alternate schooling. Now about
a dozen such organizations in California
have banded together to urge parents to
abandon the California school system and
move to home schooling or private schools.
For some parents who both work or
don’t have the money for private tuition,
the only option may be to stay in the public
schools. If this is the case, they must be
sure that their children resist these lies.
They must be taught the truth at home
so they can sort out what they are being
taught in school. As the culture becomes
more ungodly, Christian parents must work
harder to make sure their children can
identify these subtle lies of the Devil
and understand God’s point of view.
Even Preschoolers Can
Learn the Truth
Over the years, Chick Publications has
received many letters from parents thanking
us for providing God’s Truth in a form that
even their preschoolers could learn from.
They tell us that Chick tracts and books left
lying around the house were avidly read,
providing a biblical antidote to the lies
of the schools and the culture in general.
Wise Christian parents try to make
their homes the central social gathering
point for their children’s friends and many
neighborhood children have also come
to know the truth and accept Christ as
Saviour after spending hours absorbed in
the Chick tracts left lying around the home.
A $14.95 All-Tract Assortment of
100 different titles scattered out on the
coffee table becomes irresistible. And
when they discover they are free to take
some home with them, strong biblical
truth gets seeded into the neighborhood.
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Learn how a Babylonian
goddess became
the Virgin Mary
DISCOVER
• How Semiramis used
the confessional to control
Babylon.
• Why the Tower of Babel
became the tower of
“babble.”
• The gossip that almost
ruined Semiramis’ plan.
• How goddess worship
spread throughout the
world.
• Why Constantine is
referred to as the “pretender.”
224 pages, paperback $10.95
Item #187

OTHER

BOOKS BY

Illustrated by Jack Chick

DAVID W. DANIELS

Item #122

Answers to difficult
questions people throw
at the King James Bible.
221 pages, $11.95

Item #1252

Learn the two histories
of the Bible... one pure
and one corrupt.
160 pages, $8.95

Item #1007

Definitions of over 500
less familiar KJV words.
24 pages, $49 each
$12.25 per pack of 25.
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New Seductive Tactic...
from page 1
praying for. It leads to a very subtle
deception that Jesus may have had in mind
when He also prayed, “keep them from
the evil.”
Since the pagan beginnings of Roman
Catholicism, religious domination was the
pope’s main goal. As soon as the Bible
believers began to speak out against the
superstition and ritual of Rome, they were
driven into the caves. For a thousand
years, Bibles were outlawed, literacy was
limited, and the common man was locked
in ignorance. Many who objected were
declared heretics and burned at the stake.
The Reformation broke Rome’s iron
grip and the printing press gave literacy
to the common man. He now could read
the Bible for himself. Finally, the popes
had to change strategy. Years ago, ExJesuit Alberto Rivera described Rome’s
new tactics. When persecution and murder
failed to wipe out the Protestants, they
shifted to propaganda. The word began to
go out that Catholics were really Biblebelieving Christians. The appeal for “unity”
began. The Week of Prayer for Unity is a
classic example.
Bible believers joined Catholics in
“peace and justice” issues such as abortion
and human rights and stopped witnessing
to them. Now the seduction is almost
complete. But Jesus said, “Come out of
her, my people, that ye be not partakers
of her sins, and that ye receive not of her
plagues” (Rev. 18:4).
From the Reformation to the middle
of the 20th century, Bible believers have
identified the Vatican with the great whore,
the prostitute church of Revelation 17 and
18. In his book, Smokescreens, author
Jack Chick details how the behavior of the
popes over the centuries overwhelmingly
fits this biblical prophecy. The Vatican has
seduced kings into submitting to the popes
and butchered millions who refused to
accept Rome’s false doctrine.
Just recently Pope Benedict restated
that there is no true salvation outside the
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prison
ministry
letters
I am a Christian with a few, well, a lot
of character defects. I’m incarcerated for
abandonment or abuse of my 5 children.
I’ve been here for 1 month and 3 days
and today has been the worst day. I have
wanted to quit before but not as bad as
today. When I saw the little comic book,
I picked it up and it was named No Fear.
Reading this comic book gave me even
that little bit of hope.
J.C.R. - Inmate
I was saved after reading a tract called
The Beast. At that time I was majoring in
computer science. That tract really hit home
as we had been discussing electronic funds
transfer and the new age of computers. I
have since then graduated Bible college
and have been busy in the local jails. I have
lead over one hundred and seventy five
prisoners to Christ and have been offered
a chaplain’s position. The prisoners love
Chick tracts and always ask for them.
C.A - Burleson, TX
I found a Chick tract that someone had left
on a shelf at the Post office. I have long
had a burden for people in jail. From one
little tract in a Post Office I now have a
viable prison ministry through the mail.
M.S. - Hendersonville, NC
If you wish to provide Chick tracts
to help prisoners find Christ, send
your donation to: Chick Tracts For
Prisoners, Mission Possible, P. O. Box
836, Inverness, FL. 34451-0836. You
will get a tax deductible receipt and
a newsletter detailing the progress of
their ministry.
Roman Catholic church. Any churches
that do not recognize the “primacy of the
pope…cannot be called ‘churches’ in the
proper sense” and so lack the “means of
salvation.” Therefore, it becomes obvious
See New Seductive Tactic... page 14
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When Do the Scriptures Lie?
When They are Changed!
Proverbs 30:5-6 declares: “Every word of
God is pure… Add thou not unto his words,
lest he reprove thee, and thou be found a
liar.” That includes adding or subtracting.
(See Revelation 22:18-19.)
Psalm 12:6-7 repeats that “The words of
the LORD are pure words.” Then promises:
“Thou shalt keep them, O LORD, thou
shalt preserve them from this generation
for ever.”
Each of these scriptures clearly states
the “words” of God, not just the “word”
(concepts) of God. Part of His inspiration
of the Old Testament included the awesome
respect that He gave the scribes who made
meticulously exact copies.
The indictment as a liar should make
any translator pause. A liar is one who
causes confusion. But the translators of
the modern versions of the Bible lack that
respect creating great confusion.
Isaiah 14:12 is an example. The KJV

states clearly that it is Lucifer who is being
spoken of. Modern versions use “morning
star” and “star of the morning.” There is no
question in the mind of the average layman
who is meant by “Lucifer.” But when you
also find “morning star” in Rev. 22:16 and
discover it is Jesus, you may wonder just
who Isaiah is talking about.
In his book, Answers to Your Bible
Version Questions, author David W.
Daniels discusses many more places where
modern versions change the meanings of
God’s words to the confusion of the reader.
These changes can have serious eternal
consequences for both the translators and
the readers.
Many churches declare in their statement
of faith that they do not believe we have
a perfect Bible today. They only believe
that the “original autographs” were God’s
perfect words. So, when those were lost
See Scripture Lies?... page 14

Tract Passing Tips
My brother died on January 5 2007. At
his funeral the tract Somebody Loves Me
was handed out. The tract represents the
storms and sufferings of life. I wish to
extend my gratefulness for your gifts of
evangelism.
C.M. - Canada
I’m so happy to tell you that Chick tracts
are really effective for witnessing. I
ordered different titles of Chick tracts in
one Christian book store here in H.K. to
give to my friends. Sometimes I enclude
them in my letters for my loved ones back
home in the Philippines.
M.P. - Hong Kong
I am a director of a Crisis Pregnancy
Center in Arizona. I have placed your
tracts in our lobby and I can tell you the
guys gravitate to them. I have them on a

round table when the client signs in they
can see them. It’s a great feeling to look
out into our lobby and see them being read.
I am grateful for this tool.
L.C. - Phoenix, AZ
I am a piano teacher. Over the years I
have always had a stack of your tracts on
a coffee table, where students and parents
would wait their turn. While I teach they
read. Oftentimes I look over my shoulder
to see young eyes devouring the pages of
the tracts.
H.H. - Telford, PA
I have a little car dealership and I found
one of your brochures in a vehicle, titled
This was Your Life. I would like to place
some of these in my car lot office for my
customers to pick up.
B.S. - Moultrie, GA
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Moderate Muslim...
from page 1
renounced violent jihad and any intention,
now or in the future, to impose Sharia
(Muslim Law) on non-Muslim countries,”
writes Robert Spencer, author of several
books on Islam.
In an article on HumanEvents.com,
Spencer points out that the situation is
complicated by some basic Islamic doctrines
of religious deception. Based on Bukhari’s
translation of the Hadith, Muhammad is
quoted as saying, “War is deceit.” Two suras
(chapters) of the Qur’an (3:28 and 16:106)
seem to support this idea of speaking a lie
while holding the truth “in your heart.”
When cornered, they will claim that those
verses only apply to situations where the
speaker will be harmed if he tells the truth.
However, there are plenty of current incidents
where the “jihadists” used deception to carry
out an act of war. The destruction of the
trade towers is a classic example. The
terrorists lied to get into the country, lied
about their pilot training, lied to get onto
the planes, and lied to the crew to overcome
them. They saw themselves in a war and
used deceit at every turn.
So where are the “moderates?” They are
mostly caught between the extremists and
the Qur’an. Author Mohammad Al Ghazoli,
in Christ, Muhammad and I, writes: “The
god of Muhammad, in accordance with the
Qur’an, is a god of cruelty and deception….
The Qur’an describes Allah: ‘The deceiver,
and Allah also deceived them… You deceive,
but Allah is the best of all deceivers.’”1
Spencer describes one of America’s
favorite “moderates,” Imam Siraj Wahaj.
He is in great demand as a featured speaker
at mosques as well as universities. He was
the first Muslim to give an invocation in the
U.S. Congress in 1991.
After 9/11 he told America what we
wanted to hear: “I now feel responsible to
preach, actually to go on a jihad against
extremism.”
But he has also warned that the U.S. will
fall unless it “accepts the Islamic agenda,”
and complained: “if only Muslims were
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clever politically, they could take over the
United States and replace its constitutional
government with a caliphate.” (A Muslim
type government.)
It is obvious from these quotes that his
idea of “moderate” still includes world
conquest by Islam. And since his holy
book stipulates that infidels must be killed if
they do not convert, we must be suspicious
of his definition of “moderate,” especially
since his holy book also allows him to use
deception in conquering the world.
Ghazoli was, for most of his life, a Muslim
working at the top of the Arabic publishing
industry. But since a child, something about
Islam did not add up. Finally, near the end
of his life, someone put a Bible in his hands
and said, “Read!”
He opened it and was immediately
captivated by this story of a God who
instructed man to love his enemies instead of
killing them. In this Holy Book (Bible) he
found that he could have forgiveness for his
sins and assurance of heaven.
In his life he had written many books, so
he proceeded to write another one in Arabic
to his people showing the contrast between
Allah and Jehovah, between Jesus and
Muhammad. Ghazoli describes Muhammad
as a violent, ruthless, womanizer subject
to fits of revelation designed primarily to
vindicate his lust and tyranny.
But the Jesus Ghazoli found was instead a
gracious Saviour who actually gave His life
for all the sins of man.
Later, Christ, Muhammad and I was
translated into English and is a must-read for
soul winners who witness to Muslims.
Islam, under the deceptive label of
“moderate,” is firmly committed to ruling
the world. The only force that can stop
it is the gospel. Fortunately, the average
Muslim is confused by the contradictions in
the Qur’an. He is usually open to a gentle
effort to help him see the beauty of salvation
bought by a loving Saviour.
If we are going to stop this hellish war that
uses girls equipped with remote-controlled
bombs to blow up crowded markets, we
must get busy leading them to our loving
Saviour. 1Ghazoli, page 176
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Help in Witnessing to Muslims
To witness to Muslims,
you need to know about
the Qur’an. This book shows
that this sacred book of
Islam is a disorganized mass
of contradictions, historical
blunders, misunderstandings
of the Bible, and pure
folk tales. A powerful
witnessing tool.
160 pages, paperback
Item # 1262, $9.95
The author was a respected
Muslim writer, and an advisor
to Libyan ruler Qhadaﬃ.
Learn about contradictions
and changes in the Qur’an
• Verses used to justify
terrorism • Muhammad’s
23 marriages • Why Allah
can’t be the true God, plus
more. A powerful witnessing
tool for Muslims.
256 pages, paperback
Item # 1259, $12.95
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Evolution Attack...
from page 4
a form of godliness still exists. Their
belief in the Genesis account of creation
is clashing with the godless perspective
that evolution has fostered in Western
European nations.
The report stated: “If we are not careful,
creationism could become a threat to
human rights which are a key concern of
the Council of Europe.” As usual, this
fear of creationism springs from a basic
spirit of rebellion against a God that might
be displeased with some of their “human
rights,” such as same-sex marriage,
abortion, and genetic engineering that the
Western European culture “enjoys.”
Seeking to drive a wedge between
the Bible and science, the report argued:
“The theory of evolution has nothing to
do with divine revelation but is built on
facts.” However, careful examination of
these “facts” finds them very thin or nonexistent. Author Thomas Heinze looks at
a number of these “facts” in his book, The
Vanishing Proofs of Evolution.
Heinze debunks the most widely used
“evidence” found in science textbooks and
other literature.

New Seductive Tactic...
from page 10
where the unity of “ecumenism” leads:
everyone must bow to the pope.
Soul winners, we must be careful who
we pray with and what we pray for. Paul
told the Corinthians not to keep company
with or eat with idolaters. (See 1 Cor.
5:11.) Many Bible believers are falling
for the pope’s seductions. Instead, we
need to recognize that the precious Roman
Catholics are duped into believing that their
“church” will get them out of purgatory
when they die. Let’s not allow them to
wait til then to discover that this is a lie.
We must give them the truth that will set
them free from the bondage of the pope’s
superstitious rituals.
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One is the peppered moth in England
used as prized evidence of evolution since
the 1960s. Before the industrial revolution,
trees in England supported lichens on
their bark that were light colored. One
researcher noticed that the peppered moths
had coloring that matched the lichens.
Later, the smoke from industry killed the
lichens and the bark was darker.
Soon the coloring of the moths also
became darker. The researcher concluded
that the change allowed the birds to find
and eat the light colored moths and only
the moths with a darker mutation survived.
Recent evidence has proven that the moths
did not land on the tree trunks. Instead
they hid under the leaves of the trees in the
daytime and only came out at night when
the birds are asleep.
It was also proven that the researcher
had staged his pictures of the moths by
gluing the moths to the tree trunks.
Heinze exposes other bogus “facts”
such as Haeckel’s embryos, comparative
anatomy, and “uphill mutations.” He shows
how mutations never make new organs,
they only destroy existing ones.
The European report claims that
science and revelation contradict each
other. Heinze shows how true science
and the Bible do not contradict each other.
The false science that is used to support
evolution is based on “facts” twisted to fit
the anti-god rebellion of those who fear
they will have to submit to the Creator if
they acknowledge that He exists.

Scripture Lies...
from page 11
or worn out, we no longer had a Bible we
could fully trust.
But God said, in Psalm 12:6-7 (KJV)
that His words are pure and that He would
preserve them forever. The church that
believes we have lost the perfect originals
is, in effect, calling God a liar. Actually,
this scripture is yet another place where the
modern versions have drastically changed
the meaning. We can only ask, “Who’s
the liar?”
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Code of Conduct...
from page 2
negotiable right” of all religions to spread
their faith. But they also declared that
religious people need to “heal themselves”
of the “obsession of converting others.”
In August of 2007, the World Evangelical
Alliance joined the discussion at a meeting
in France. WEA leaders are hoping to use
the meetings to call attention to the severe
persecution of believers in the Muslim
countries. The risk is that any such code
will strike at the heart of our biblical soul
winning mandate —the great commission.
While biblical soul winners are careful
to avoid any semblance of coercion, many
cultures are threatened by even the presence
of another religion. Muslim countries
are the most restrictive, but Hindus and
Buddhists in India have begun to tighten
laws and allow attacks on Christians and
churches.
Persecution of Christians is on the rise,
worldwide. It is estimated that 55,000
Christians are killed each year for their
faith. This is partly because of an increased
interest in religion. Atheistic Communism
is all but dead. Russian president Vladimir
Putin, who wears a cross and attends
church regularly, has recently consolidated
political power with the Orthodox church,.
It is estimated that over 100 million
believers are in the underground church
in China. Various brands of Christianity
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have made significant advances in Africa
and Asia. Europe is now one of the most
secular (non-religious) areas in the world.
While interest in religion has risen,
many of the religions have become more
anti-Christian, trying through laws and
persecution to eliminate true biblical
witnessing. Any concerted effort by
the other major religions of the world to
develop a “code of conversion” can only
further restrict the freedom to preach the
gospel.
Even spreading the gospel by literature
is being restricted. Custom duties and
restrictions, theft and sabotage of shipments
are increasing. Chick Publications is having
to find ways of producing literature within
some of the countries that raise the barriers
against importing. Some missionaries are
pleading with Christians who travel to their
countries to travel light and carry literature
in their luggage.
Jesus spoke of the night coming when
“no man can work.” Throughout history,
the times of freedom to witness have been
largely restricted in most of the world.
Today, with the internet and inexpensive
literature, we have a rare opportunity. Jesus
said in Matthew 24 that the end would not
come until the gospel was preached to all
nations. This is the first generation with
the tools to fulfill this scripture.
Soul winners, we cannot afford
to miss this rare chance to reach the
world for Jesus.

Millions on Elections...
from page 2
laws. Voting is also essential to protecting
the freedom to witness, or it will be taken
away, too.
But our prime responsibility is to get as
many people as possible thinking about
God’s opinion. History records that almost
every revival since the reformation was
preceded by an intensive tract campaign.
The tracts helped the people to think about
their sins and God’s judgment.
Somehow, Americans must be jarred
awake to the fact that God will not long

tolerate our sin. Only dedicated soul
winners can do the job. Chick Publications
has several tracts that clearly state God’s
impending judgment against sodomy and
abortion. They include Who Murdered
Clarice? and Baby Talk1 for abortion and
Sin City, Doom Town, Birds and Bees1 and
Gay Blade1 on sodomy.
We must salt these biblical truths into
our communities to turn back these evils.
1 These titles are by custom order only.
See www.chick.com.
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A Message from Jack Chick
Dear Ones in Christ:
When I saw the news of those freakish tornadoes hitting in February that caused
such havoc, the first thing that crossed my mind was, “What on earth are we doing
to Israel?” God made it clear we are not to go against Jerusalem, God’s holy city, or
tamper with His holy land. But our American leaders are, and I dread to think of the
consequences as the “roadmap for peace” is negotiated. Is there anyone advising the
president that giving God’s land to the Muslims is a no-no? The media has successfully
changed the thinking of the people into believing Israel is the villain. It’s the Muslims
who are screaming for blood. All Israel is trying to do is stay alive!
Watch the storms increase every time we double-cross little Israel. I believe we are just
getting a taste of what is coming. What should we do as believers? “Pray for the peace
of Jerusalem” (Ps. 122:6). God said, “I will bless them that bless [Israel], and curse
him that curseth [Israel]” (Gen 12:3). Any nation messing with Jerusalem will pay a
terrible price. (See Zech. 12:1-3.) In the not-too-distant future, Russia and the Muslim
nations will move against her, and they will be destroyed. (See Ezek 38-39.) When we
see these things coming upon us, the Lord tells us to “look up” (Luke 21:28) and preach
the gospel (Matt. 24:14). We won’t be able to pass tracts in
heaven. By then it will all be over.
May God bless and protect you.
Your brother in Christ,
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